The CARES Act
(Please note that this summary is primarily excerpts from an article in Forbes on March 25, 2020 by Tony Nitti.
Full credits and link to the article are at the end of this summary.)

On Friday, March 27, 2020, Congress pass the most expensive piece of legislation ever passed. In
addition to providing a large cash infusion to hospitals and broader access to COVID-19 testing to
individuals, the CARES Act aims to boost the economy with over $2 trillion in relief, ranging from
individual rebates and small business loans to increased unemployment benefits and a wide variety of tax
breaks.
Individual Stimulus Payments
The headliner of the CARES Act is the individual stimulus payment, or as it’s officially titled, the “2020
recovery rebate for individuals.” Whatever you choose to call it, it means that the government will
immediately begin cutting checks directly to individual taxpayers, putting nearly $507 billion in cash into
the hands of most adult Americans, and ideally, right back into the struggling economy. The bill calls for
payments of up to $1,200 for individuals, $2,400 for married joint filers, and $500 per child under age 17.
Those on the higher end of the income scale will be shut out of the program because the payment phases
out once your “adjusted gross income (AGI)” exceeds $75,000 (if single, $150,000 if married). Once over
those thresholds, you’ll lose $5 of your payment for every $100 your AGI exceeds those thresholds. So...
• If you are single with no kids and would be due a payment of $1,200, it will be wiped out
completely if your AGI exceeded $99,000 (($99,000 - $75,000) * 5% = $1,200).
• If you are married with no kids and are due a payment of $2,400, it will be gone if your AGI
exceeded $198,000 (($198,000-$150,000) * 5% = $2,400).
• If you’ve got kids, then obviously, it will take more income before all of the payment is wiped
out. For example, a married couple with two children who is eligible for the maximum payment
of $3,400 wouldn’t lose all of their payment until AGI exceeded $218,000.
In order to determine eligibility, the IRS is going to take a look at your 2019 tax return. If you have not
filed your 2019 return, the Service will look at your 2018 return instead. While the bill indicated that even
if you haven’t filed a return (for example, you collected Social Security, but did not have enough taxable
income to necessitate the filing of a return), the IRS will determine that you are eligible for a check based
on your Form SSA-1099, Social Security Benefit Statement. However, the IRS has since indicated that
these folks will need to file a tax return to receive a stimulus payment (IR 2020-61).
Example. A is a single taxpayer. On A’s 2019 tax return, A had gross income of $50,000 and an income
tax liability of $1,000. Despite the fact that A’s tax liability for 2019 A was only $1,000, A is entitled to
receive a check for $1,200.
Example. B is a single taxpayer who has not yet filed a 2019 return. In 2018, he had Social Security
income of $10,000. As a result, he did not file a tax return because his income was less than the $12,000
standard deduction. The IRS will access B’s Social Security statement for 2018, and issue a check to B for
$1,200.
Example. H & W are married with three children. On their 2019 tax return, they reported taxable income
of $60,000 and had a tax liability of $5,000 before withholding and credits fully eliminated the liability

and gave rise to a $3,000 refund. Nevertheless, H & W will receive a check for $3,900 from the
government as part of the 2020 stimulus payment.
Not everyone gets a check, however. You’ll need to have provided a valid social security number for
yourself, your spouse and any qualifying children on your tax returns, and those who are claimed as a
dependent on another’s tax return also won’t be receiving a payment.
The payments will be made between now and December 31, 2020 — in many cases, it will be paid
electronically if you have provided direct deposit information to the IRS on your 2018 or 2019 tax returns
— but it’s important to understand that any payment you receive acts as an advance payment of a credit
you will compute AGAIN on your 2020 tax return.
What that means is that when 2021 rolls around and you prepare your 2020 tax return, you’ll have to
recompute the amount you’re owed based on 2020 data. Now, a lot of things may be different in 2020
when compared to 2019 or 2018: you may have more income or less tax liability or fewer kids under age
17...you get the idea. In any event, you’ll have to compute the payment owed to you based on 2020 data,
and compare it to the advance payment you actually received. If the advance payment was less than what
you are owed in 2020— for example, you were phased out in 2019 but not 2020 or you had another child
— the excess will be treated as a credit that reduces your 2020 tax liability. If the advance payment is
GREATER than what you’re owed on your 2020 tax return, however, you do not have to pay it back!
Small Business Loans – Paycheck Protection Program
In a move designed to keep small businesses afloat, the CARES Act provides that businesses with fewer
than 500 employees — including sole proprietors and nonprofits— will have access to nearly $350 billion
in loans under Section 7 of the Small Business Act during the “covered period,” which runs from
February 15, 2020 through June 30, 2020. The loans, which are referred to as “paycheck protection loans”
and are fully guaranteed by the federal government through December 31, 2020 (returning to an 85%
guarantee for loans greater than $150,000 after that date), are generally limited to the LESSER OF:
• the sum of 1) average monthly “payroll costs” for the 1 year period ending on the date the loan
was made (an alternative calculation is available for seasonal employers) multiplied by 2.5, and
2) any disaster loan (discussed below) taken out after January 31, 2020 that has been refinanced
into a paycheck protection loan, and
• $10 million.
Payroll costs, in turn, are the sum of the following:
• wages, commissions, salary, or similar compensation to an employee or independent contractor,
• payment of a cash tip or equivalent,
• payment for vacation, parental, family, medical or sick leave,
• allowance for dismissal or separation,
• payment for group health care benefits, including premiums,
• payment of any retirement benefits, and
• payment of state or local tax assessed on the compensation of employees,
Payroll costs do not include, however:
• the compensation of any individual employee in excess of an annual salary of $100,000,
• payroll taxes,
• any compensation of an employee whose principal place of residence is outside the U.S., or

•

any qualified sick leave or family medical leave for which a credit is allowed under the new
Coronavirus Relief Act passed last week.

Example. Rob’s Car Wash applies for a paycheck protection loan on May 1, 2020. The business had $1.2
million in payroll costs for the period May 1, 2019 through May 1, 2020, for a monthly average of
$100,000. Rob’s Car Wash is entitled to a fully guaranteed federal loan —assuming it’s made before
December 31, 2020 — equal to the LESSER OF:
• $250,0000 ($100,000 in average payroll costs * 2.5), or
• $10 million.
The loans will have a maximum maturity of 10 years and an interest rate not to exceed 4%. Proceeds may
be used to cover payroll, mortgage payments, rent, utilities, and any other debt service requirements. The
standard fees imposed under Section 7 of the Small Business Act are waived, and no personal guarantee is
required by the business owner.
An additional provision in the CARES Act provides for possible deferment of repayment of the loans for
a period of at least six months, but not to exceed a year.
Loan Forgiveness of Paycheck Protection Loans
A separate section of the CARES Act calls for a portion of the aforementioned paycheck protection loans
to be forgiven on a tax-free basis. The amount to be forgiven is the sum of the following payments made
by the borrower during the 8-week period beginning on the date of the loan:
• payroll costs (as defined above)
• mortgage interest,
• rent,
• certain utility payments.
To seek forgiveness, a borrower must submit to the lender an application that includes documentation
verifying the number of employees and pay rates, and cancelled checks showing mortgage, rent, or utility
payments.
Example. Continuing the previous example with Rob’s Car Wash, in the first 8 weeks after the business
borrows the $250,000, the business pays $200,000 in payroll costs, mortgage interest, and utility
payments. Rob’s Car Wash is eligible to have $200,000 of the $250,000 loan forgiven. The forgiveness
will not create taxable income. In addition, because of the deferment rules in the CARES Act, any
payments due on the remaining $50,000 will not be due for six months.
There is a provision, however, that reduces the amount that may be forgiven if the employer either:
• Reduces its workforce during the 8-week covered period when compared to other periods in
either 2019 or 2020, or
• Reduces the salary or wages paid to an employee who had earned less than $100,000 in
annualized salary by more than 25% during the covered period.
This reduction can be avoided, however, if the employer rehires or increases the employee’s pay within
an allotted time period. For more information, click here.
Emergency Government Disaster Loan and Grant

The CARES Act also expands access to Economic Injury Disaster Loans under Section 7(b)(2) of the
Small Business Act to include not only businesses with fewer than 500 employees, but also sole
proprietors and ESOPs. For any loan made under this program before December 31, 2020, no personal
guarantee will be required on loans below $200,000. The bill allows a disaster loan to be taken out
between January 31, 2020 and the date on which a paycheck protection loan is available for reasons
“other than paying payroll costs.” Presumably, any loan taken out for payroll purposes will be confined to
the paycheck protection loans described above.
In addition, the Act creates a new Emergency Grant to allow a business that has applied for a disaster loan
to get an immediate advance of up to $10,000. The advance can be used to maintain payroll, and is not
required to be repaid, even if the borrower’s request for a 7(b) loan is denied. For more information,
click here.

Tax Provisions in the CARES Act
Qualified Improvement Property Fix
As part of the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Congress intended to (greatly) speed up the depreciation on
“qualified improvement property” (QIP); generally defined as any improvement made to the interior
portion of a nonresidential building any time after the building was placed in service. The depreciable life
of QIP was to be reduced from 39 to 15 years, and with 100% bonus depreciation being available for all
assets with a life of 20 years or less, a taxpayer who, say, spent $3 million in 2018 renovating their chain
of restaurants should have been entitled to an immediate $3 million tax deduction.
I say “should have been entitled to,” because when they got around to drafting the statutory language,
Congress forgot to give QIP a 15 year life. As a result, the life remained 39 years, and thus the property
was not eligible for 100% bonus depreciation. As a result, the taxpayer who spent that $3 million
renovating their building got stuck depreciating the $3 million over 39 years.
The CARES Act provides a much-needed technical correction to the QIP problem by giving it its
intended 15-year life, while making the change retroactive to January 1, 2018. Thus, taxpayers should be
entitled to file amended returns to reap the benefits of accelerated depreciation in 2018 and 2019.
Example. The client above claimed only $75,000 of depreciation related to the $3 million of
improvements made to their restaurants in 2018. Client may file an amended return to take an additional
deduction of $2.925 million in 2018, and under rules discussed below, any net operating loss generated
by the additional depreciation may be carried back for up to five years to recover taxes previously paid.
Retirement Funds – Early Withdrawals with no penalties.
If you take money out of a qualified retirement plan before age 59 1/2, you not only pay income tax on
the distribution, but Section 72(t) generally imposes a 10% penalty as well. There are several exceptions
to the penalty, of course, and the CARES Act adds a new one, allowing a taxpayer to take a “coronavirusrelated distribution” of up to $100,000 in the year 2020 free from penalty.
A “coronavirus-related distribution” is a distribution made during 2020:
• To an individual who is diagnosed with SRS-COV-2 or COVID-19 by a test approved by the
CDC,

•
•

whose spouse or dependent is diagnosed with one of the two diseases, or
who experiences adverse financial consequences as a result of being quarantined, furloughed or
laid off or having work hours reduced, or being unable to work due to lack of child care.

While the distribution escapes the 10% penalty, it doesn’t escape the income tax. The Act, however,
allows the taxpayer to spread the income over a 3-year period beginning with 2020. The taxpayer also has
the choice to avoid any income recognition by repaying the distribution to the retirement plan within three
years of receiving it.
In addition, taxpayers will be allowed to recontribute any withdrawn funds within three years.
Waiver of Required Minimum Distributions (RMD) in 2020
For those required to withdraw a “required minimum distribution” from their retirement plan in 2020, the
CARES Act temporary waives the requirement for this year only.
Changes to Charitable Contributions
Charitable contributions are itemized deductions; when combined with items like mortgage interest, real
estate taxes and medical expenses, if the sum of itemized deductions exceeds the “standard deduction” —
$12,400 for a single taxpayer; $24,800 for married filing jointly in 2019 — the taxpayer gets a benefit
from charitable contributions. If they don’t, they don’t.
The TCJA nearly doubled the standard deduction, while at the same time, limited or eliminated many
itemized deductions. As a result, in 2018 only 8% of taxpayers itemized. To accommodate for this new
reality, the CARES Act allows an individual to make a cash contribution of up to $300 made to certain
qualifying charities and deduct the contribution “above-the-line” in computing adjusted gross income.
Thus, the taxpayer receives the deduction in addition to the standard deduction. This above-the-line
deduction is here for 2020 and beyond, but is available only to a taxpayer who does not itemize their
deductions.
Example. A does not itemize his deductions, but makes a $250 cash payment to a public charity in 2020.
A may claim the $250 deduction in computing his adjusted gross income. The deduction is in addition to
A’s standard deduction.
Example. B itemizes her deductions and makes a $250 cash payment to a public charity. B may deduct the
payment as a charitable contribution on her Schedule A as an itemized deduction, but may not claim the
deduction as an above-the-line deduction.
For those who DO itemize, the new law temporarily lifts the limits on charitable giving for 2020. After
passage of the TCJA, cash contributions to public charities are generally limited to 60% of a taxpayer’s
adjusted gross income (AGI). The CARES Act allows such contributions to be deducted up to 100% of
AGI for 2020, with any excess contributions available to be carried over to the next five years. For
corporate donors, the limit would increase from 10% of adjusted taxable income to 25%.
Exclusion from Income of Employer Payment of Employee Student Loan Debt
As a general rule, if someone pays a debt on your behalf, you have taxable income (See Old Colony Trust,
if you’re so inclined). As part of the CARES Act, an employer can pay up to $5,250 in 2020 of an
employee’s student loan obligation on a tax-free basis. Note, however, that this provision modifies
existing Section 127, which permits an employer to pay up to $5,250 of an employee’s qualified

educational expenses — say, getting a Masters in Taxation — with the payment being tax-free to the
employee.
This is now a combined limit; thus, an employer could pay $3,000 towards an employee’s Master’s degree
and another $4,000 of the same employee’s student loan payments in 2020, but the maximum amount that
will be tax-free to the employee is $5,250.
To the extent an employee’s student loan is paid on a tax-free basis under new Section 127 by his or her
employer, the employee cannot deduct the interest on the student loan under Section 221.
Employee Retention Credit
New to the final version of the CARES Act is a one-year only credit against the employer’s 6.2% share of
Social Security payroll taxes for any business that is forced to suspend or close its operations due to
COVID-19, but that continues to pay its employees during the shut-down. It works like so...
A business is eligible for the credit in one of two ways:
1. The operation of the business was fully or partially suspended during any calendar quarter during
2020 due to orders from an appropriate government authority resulting from COVID-19, or
2. The business remained open, but during any quarter in 2020, gross receipts for that quarter were less
than 50% of what they were for the same quarter in 2019. The business will then be entitled to a credit for
each quarter, until the business has a quarter where it’s recovered sufficiently that its receipts exceed 80%
of what they were for the same quarter in the previous year.
For each eligible quarter, the business will receive a credit against its 6.2% share of Social Security
payroll taxes equal to 50% of the “qualified wages” paid to EACH employee for that quarter, ending on
December 31, 2020.
The business’s qualified wages depend on its size; if there were more than 100 employees during 2019,
the qualified wages are limited ONLY to those wages that were paid by the employer during the quarter
for the period of time the business was shut down.
If there were less than 100 employees for 2019, however, qualified wages include not only those paid to
employees during a shut-down, but also wages paid for each quarter that the business has suffered a sharp
decline in year-over-year receipts, as described in #2 above.
In both cases, qualified wages include any “qualified health plan expenses” allocable to the wages, such
as amounts paid to maintain a group health plan. In either case, however, the amount of qualified wages
for EACH employee for ALL quarters may not exceed $10,000.
As you might expect, any wages taken into account in determining the new payroll tax credit for family
medical leave or sick leave as part of the Coronavirus Relief Act may not be taken into account in
determining qualified wages for the employee retention credit.
The credit is refundable if it exceeds the business’s liability for payroll taxes, a likely outcome given the
two new payroll tax credits mentioned immediately above that were created as part of the Coronavirus
Relief Act late last week.

Finally, if an employer takes out a payroll protection loan under Section 7(a) of the Small Business Act as
detailed above in this article, no employee retention credit will be available.
Delay of Payment of Employer Payroll Tax and Self-Employment Tax
In addition to the various new payroll tax credits created by the Coronavirus Relief Act and the CARES
Act, the new law would again seek to alleviate the burden on employers struggling to make payroll by
allowing the employer’s share of the 6.2% Social Security tax that would otherwise be due from the date
of enactment through December 31, 2020, to be paid on December 31, 2021 (50%) and December 31,
2022 (50%).
Similarly, a self-employed taxpayer can defer paying 50% of his or her self-employment tax that would
be due from the date of enactment through the end of 2020 until the end of 2021 (25%) and 2022 (25%).
If you’re scoring at home, this means an employer that incurs its 6.2% share of Social Security tax in
2020 may 1) defer payment of that tax until 2021 and 2020, but 2) receive an immediate credit against
those yet-to-be paid payroll taxes via the sum of the emergency medical leave credit, sick leave credit,
and new employee retention credit. While this will greatly increase the cash available to small businesses
in the coming months, I am not nearly bright enough to understand how it will all come together in
practice on 2020 income and payroll tax filings.
Also note, this deferral is not available to any business that takes out a payroll protection loan forgiven as
discussed earlier in this article.
Changes to the Net Operating Loss Rules
Prior to 2018, net operating losses of a business or individual could be carried back two years and forward
20, and when carried forward, they could offset 100% of taxable income. The TCJA altered these rules,
disallowing all carrybacks related to post-2017 losses, providing for an indefinite carryforward period,
and limiting the use of post-2017 losses when carried forward to 80% of taxable income.
This, clearly, was unfortunate timing. Rare will be the business that doesn’t run at a loss in 2020; as a
result, Congress temporarily reversed the TCJA changes:
•

•

Losses from 2018, 2019 and 2020, will be permitted to be carried back for up to five years. As
was previously the case, a taxpayer will be permitted to forgo the carryback, and instead carry the
loss forward.
Losses carried TO 2019 and 2020 will be permitted to offset 100% of taxable income, as opposed
to 80% under the TCJA.

Example. In 2015 and 2016, X Co. broke even. In 2017, X Co. reported taxable income of $1 million and
paid federal income tax of $350,000. In 2018, X Co. reported taxable income of $2 million and paid tax
of $420,000. In 2020, X Co. recognizes a net operating loss of $3 million. X Co. may carry $1 million of
the loss back to 2017 and recover the taxes paid (subject to the alternative minimum tax), and then carry
the remaining $2 million loss to 2018 and recover that $420,000 as well.
Temporary (and Retroactive) Removal of Section 461(l):

As part of the TCJA, Congress added a fourth (yes, fourth) limitation on an individual’s ability to use
losses from a business. New Section 461(l) provides that the amount of “net business loss” an individual
may use in a year to offset other sources of income is capped at $250,000 (if single; $500,000 if married
filing jointly). Any excess loss is converted into a net operating loss, which as we discussed above, was
— prior to the passage of the CARES Act — subject to more stringent utilization rules than prior to the
TCJA.
The latest legislation, however, puts a temporary halt on Section 461(l); not only for 2020, but retroactive
to January 1, 2018. As a result, taxpayer who found a loss limited by the provision in 2018 or 2019 can
file an amended return to claim a refund.
It’s not ALL good news with regard to Section 461(l), however. The CARES Act clarifies that when the
provision kicks back in for 2021 and beyond, wages will NOT be considered business income. This will,
in many cases, result in significantly more loss being limited.
Changes to the Interest Limitation Rules
The TCJA amounted to (at least) a $1.5 trillion tax cut over ten years. On the domestic side of things,
there were only three significant revenue raisers — the NOL changes, Section 461(l), and new Section
163(j) — and the CARES Act largely reverses all three.
With respect to the final change, as part of the TCJA, new Section 163(j) limited a business’s ability to
deduct its interest expense to 30% of “adjusted taxable income,” with any excess interest expense carried
forward. The CARES Act would increase that limit to 50% of adjusted taxable income for 2019 and 2020,
and perhaps more importantly given that most businesses will not HAVE taxable income in 2020, the
business can elect to use its 2019 adjusted taxable income in computing its 2020 limitation. Thus, if a
business had ATI of $10 million in 2019 but a negative ATI in 2020, it could elect to deduct $5 million of
interest expense in 2020 (50% of $10 million), generate a bigger loss, and then use the favorable new net
operating loss provisions to carry back the loss to 2019 and recover taxes paid in that year.
A partnership does not get to use the 50% limit of ATI for 2019. Instead, any interest disallowed at the
partnership level is passed out to the partners, and is suspended at the partner level under the normal rules.
In 2020, however, 50% of the suspended interest “frees up,” and will be fully deductible, while the other
50% will remain suspended until the partnership allocates excess taxable income or excess interest
income to the partner (or the partnership is no longer subject to Section 163(j).
Conclusion
Coming on the heels of an extended tax filing deadline and last week’s Coronavirus Relief Act, the
CARES Act is the third step of what promises to be many taken by Congress to help the country recover.
Rumblings have already begun regarding a 4th and 5th relief package. In addition to the much needed
changes being made to hospital resources and medical coverage, the small business and tax aspects of the
CARES Act will put immediate cash in the hands of individuals and business owners, while continuing to
provide relief into the future in the form of benefits that will be realized upon the filing of 2020 tax
returns.
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